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There are some on our planet who believe you can't handle the truth, so the truth has been hidden

for millennia. The only problem is the truth is coming backÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ Early.Some of the crazy history

shows on cable TV might not have the answers, but at least they ask the right questions.Detective

Leira Berens idea of fun is hunting down a killer. Her closest friends hang out at the bar right across

the patio from her front door. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a little weird for an Austin Police Detective, but at least it

is predictable.ThatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s about to change. Leira's new definition for weird some have called

crazy. But she ends up being the right human for the job.An Elven Prince has been murdered in the

magical world of Oriceran and Leira is asked to capture the killer and reclaim the powerful magical

artifact before everything goes boom.Somewhere in this mess, she acquires a six-inch troll and a

whole new understanding of history.But that's just the beginning of the story.Ã‚Â Well, the

beginning of anÃ‚Â entire Universe.Welcome to The Revelations ofÃ‚Â Oriceran.Because some

believe you can't handle the truth.
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Literature & Fiction

Wow, really looking forward to Waking Magic book one in this series. There are quite a few stories

out there where the author has a strong female LE (FBI, PD) main character, who is either a

vampire or amazingly powerful witch (with pocket sized unicorn). This is a little bit different, and was

an entertaining but short read. So, I'll sit on my impatience and wait the few more days for the next

book to be released. This is a promising start to a cool new series. Resistance is futile, you too will

be sucked into the Anderle collective.

"Captain, there be trolls here!" Not exactly Trekish, but they aren't exactly typical trolls either. Tiny

green-haired trolls that are apparently cute and mischievous not big, nasty Hobbit-eating trolls that

live under bridges or dank caves. And Elves, elves with sparkly magic that live in another dimension

(maybe) but I doubt that will last very long. Oh how will this all come out? I don't know....but I am

dying to find out. Martha Carr, we are ready and waiting to find out. Will there be Orcs and Goblins

or just evil greedy humans messing up the place? Lead on, and we will follow.

This is a well written, creative and engaging novel that I found hard to believe was a first-time effort

by Ms Carr. Quick-moving action keeps the reader entrancedaspur heroic e, Leira Berens,

discovers a parallel world of elves and more creatures that I am sure will both fascinate and repel.I

am a huge fan of crime/suspense, so to get to read about a crime and the detective who will solve

the murder AND have it be written in the style of Magnificent Michael Anderle, well, you aren't going

to go wrong. Ms Carr is a wonderful addition to the stable and I can't wait for book one!

Glad it only took 30 min to read, it is a great starter for the series. I love that she is so no nonsense

and immediately gets that her Mom was not crazy and that she loves trolls! I used to have a couple

of those tiny trolls when I was young too. I like the whole invisible castle too, if I could live outside

comfortably I would do so, unfortunately us puny, weak, hairless, clawless, slow humans can not.

Well, some very hardy jungle tribes still do so but in very warm climates, I actually envy them they

always seem so happy and free...I digress. Martha, welcome to the slightly insane, very loyalslightly

demanding Kutherine fan base...you fit in purrfectly.....Michael, love this new series so glad you

found Martha or she found you, the universe seems to bring together the best and you are because

you have created something no other Author has ever done...which is why I dumped Stephen King



for you after 35 yrs...you have built a family built around love, creativity, justice, fun, joy and lots of

smack talking, clever, silly and all around colorful people from all over the world. We love you, your

world, the Kutherine Universe and hope you never stop. Martha, fantastic having you! You are

PAWSOME, Feline Overlord Approved!!!

This is the set up for both a new series and new universe for Michael Anderle. Ms. Carr brings both

easy flowing words, and a good understanding of flow, timing, and character development. Together

they have brought me another universe I am excited to explore. Highly recommended for lovers of

fantasy with the twist of our modern world intersecting.

Some folks replay the couch potato scenario with appropriate remote to relax. Some really enjoy

reading their favorite authors. It may be considered raseees but disappointing new books do color

that inclusiveness. I'm not a friggin doctor but I will say that you'll not come to any mental anguish.

Who knows, you might come upon a 5" green haired troll in its pages. Idk if it has had requisite

shots for good behavior. Rotsa ruc to ya grasshopper.

Detective Leira wonders if she is going crazy like her mother, but when she is asked to solve the

murder of an elven Prince she knows that she is not crazy. I like Leira's character. She is strong

both in mind and body. What is Leira? She seems different from both humans and elves. The Quest

for Magic is a brief introduction to the Leira Chronicles in the Oriceran series. I look forward to the

next book Waking Magic.

Very interested in where this is going but it is really irritating when the story is only as long as half

the 'book' . If you're going to interest someone in taking the time to read the blurb and download the

story, as well as all the effort that goes into publishing the story on your end, at least make it

worthwhile for all of us. To many starts to books are less than 100 pages and frankly, it's getting to

be too much of a brother if I didn't have kindle unlimited. And then to find out the actual story is only

half of what I downloaded? Grrr. However, I think this story has merit and I'll be looking for book 1
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